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ABSTRACT
Purpose:  the effects of physical activity on health are well-established for chronic diseases such as 
multiple sclerosis (mS), Alzheimer’s disease (AD), and ischaemic heart disease (IHD). However, sustaining 
physical activity in everyday life is difficult. Lifeworld knowledge can help qualify interventions aimed 
at resolving this public health issue, but there is a gap in regard to synthesized research on peoples’ 
experiences with integrating and sustaining physical activity. Hence, the purpose of this review is to 
explore and present the available evidence on experiences with integrating and sustaining physical 
activity in a lived life with mS, AD, and IHD.
Methods:  We conducted a scoping review with qualitative analysis and narrative syntheses in 
accordance with PRISmA-ScR. Based on SPIDeR we ran a systematic search in Cinahl, embase, medline, 
and PsychInfo for primary qualitative research papers published until December 2022.
Results:  43 papers were included. A thematic content analysis found that individuals who have mS, 
AD or IHD find integrating and sustaining physical activity in everyday life meaningful on several 
levels: Physical activity can facilitate meaningful movement with outcomes of physical, psychosocial, 
and existential importance.
Conclusion:  the research literature presents a meaning to physical activity that extends the idea of 
physical fitness to one of existential movement and personal growth. In addition, our review finds that 
people are more likely to integrate and sustain physical activity if they feel acknowledged, supported 
and believe that physical activity has a meaningful purpose reflecting their sense of self. taking a 
more person-centred approach in rehabilitative care might help qualify the content of physical activity 
in terms of integration into everyday life, but more research is needed on how to implement a 
person-centred approach in practice.

 h IMPLICATIONS FOR REHABILITATION
• the research literature presents an experiential meaning to physical activity that extends the idea of 

physical fitness to one of more existential movement and personal growth.
• to ensure the integration of physical activity in people’s everyday life, future rehabilitation 

interventions might benefit from adapting a more person-centred approach.
• People are more likely to sustain physical activity when they feel acknowledged, supported through 

social relationships, can access activities adapted to their specific needs and preferences, and believe 
that physical activity has a meaningful purpose reflecting their sense of self.

Introduction

Physical inactivity is a major cause of at least 35 chronic diseases 
[1] and chronic diseases are responsible for more than 86% of all 
deaths across the world, causing 550,000 premature deaths every 
year in the eU alone and costing approximately €700 billion [2,3].

Physical activity is defined as any bodily movement produced 
by skeletal muscles that results in energy expenditure [4]. this 
could be structured and repetitive exercise such as scheduled 

workouts or an unstructured physical activity related to everyday 
life such as gardening or walking the dog. Physical activity has 
been shown to have a positive impact on overall health [5,6], and 
exercise represents a pillar in the treatment, prevention, and reha-
bilitation of many chronic diseases [1,7,8].

Long-term exercise adherence is essential for sustaining health 
benefits [9], and the exercise is medicine (eIm) initiative was intro-
duced to advance the implementation of physical activity as a 
standard part of health care for the prevention and treatment of 
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noncommunicable diseases [8]. However, a significant percentage 
of patients undergoing a rehabilitation program for their chronic 
diseases drop out or do not maintain an active lifestyle after the 
program [10–13]. this suggests that integrating and sustaining 
physical activity in everyday life is challenging for people with 
chronic diseases, and an extended understanding of their expe-
riences seems necessary.

Some reviews have looked into patient experiences with inter-
ventions to increase physical activity in people with, e.g., multiple 
sclerosis [14,15], or acute coronary syndrome [16]. However, we 
have not found any synthesis that maps the experiences of people 
with chronic diseases integrating and sustaining physical activity 
in everyday life. Such a study would be of value in terms of 
providing lifeworld perspectives on this public health challenge 
and providing a reference for future interventions to support 
long-term physical activity behaviour.

Lifeworld is a phenomenological concept built on the idea that 
the world is lived through experienced phenomena, making it 
essential to explore and present these experiences [17]. therefore, 
we conducted a scoping review with the aim of presenting pub-
lished research findings on personal experiences and perspectives 
about integrating and sustaining physical activity in life while 
coping with chronic illnesses such as multiple sclerosis (mS), 
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and ischaemic heart disease (IHD).

these diseases were chosen because they are diverse regarding 
underlying causes, disease onset, clinical manifestations, and 
symptoms affecting experiences with physical activity in every-
day life.

mS is believed to be an autoimmune disease but the patho-
genesis of mS is complex [18]. the onset of mS often occurs in 
early adult life characterized by episodes of relapses with a clinical 
manifestation such as reduced muscular strength, coordination, 
energy, and cognitive function. especially fatigue presents a barrier 
to physical activity [19]. Furthermore, as people are often at the 
beginning of their adult life with what that entails of plans for 
the future (hopes, family, work, etc.), mS means major costs both 
for the individual and for society [20–22].

AD is a dementia disorder that causes brain cells to die [23]. 
the origin is thought to be a combination of genetic, lifestyle, 
and environmental factors [24]. Age is the greatest known risk 
factor for AD and the age-specific prevalence almost doubles 
every five years after age 65 [25]. AD causes cognitive impairment 
making it difficult to make plans and decisions in everyday life. 
this effects the level of physical activity in everyday life [26].

IHD is often diagnosed based on an acute cardiac event that 
has been described as an embodied experience of pain and relief, 
vulnerability, loss of control on various aspects of life, and the 
existential challenge of a changed future [27,28]. People with IHD 
often experience a fear of being physically active [29].

Furthermore, the positive effects on symptoms, progression of 
disease, and quality of life from physical activity are well docu-
mented for these diseases [7,30,31]. Synthesizing experienced 
knowledge on physical activity from these diverse diseases pro-
vides insights within the nuances of lifeworld knowledge relevant 
when planning rehabilitation to a greater variety of diseases 
and people.

Methods

Study design

According to Peters et  al. [32], the indications for scoping reviews 
can, among other things, identify the types of evidence available 

in a given field, identify and analyse knowledge gaps, clarify key 
concepts and definitions in the literature, and identify key char-
acteristics related to a concept. this study used the scoping review 
design to identify available studies and synthesize findings on 
the experiences and perspectives people with mS, AD, and IHD 
about integrating and sustaining physical activity in everyday life.

the review process was guided by the updated methodological 
framework for scoping reviews developed by the Joanna Briggs 
Institute (JBI) [32] and the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic 
reviews and meta-Analyses extension for Scoping Reviews 
(PRISmA-ScR) [33].

the study followed an iterative process that allowed the revis-
itation of earlier phases when encountering unexpected findings 
and gaining new insights. the scoping review study is not subject 
to ethical restrictions. A protocol is registered in the open Science 
Framework [34].

Searches and information sources

the search strategy aimed to identify published peer-reviewed 
primary studies about the personal experiences with integrating 
and sustaining physical activity from adult participants living with 
mS, IHD, or AD. the strategy was developed and aligned with the 
research aim and questions guided by the SPIDeR search strategy 
tool [35], as shown in Box 1.

An initial search in Cochrane was used to search for current 
reviews and explore search and index terms. these keywords and 
index terms were then tailored to each information source: Cinahl, 
embase, medline, and PsychInfo. the search was done on the 7th, 
9th, and 15th of December 2022 respectively. For detailed searches 
in every database, see Appendix A–D in the supplementary 
material. two information specialists peer-reviewed the search 
strategy following the PReSS guidelines [36]. In addition, the ref-
erence lists of the included papers were hand-screened for addi-
tional records and run through the Web of Science, adding a 
snowballing effect to the database search. no filters were set on 
the search.

Eligibility criteria

We included papers if they comprised research findings on per-
sonal experiences of physical activity in life with a chronic illness 
such as mS, AD, and IHD. As our aim revolves around integration 
and sustainability, we specifically focused on papers attentive to 
experiences in everyday life and strategies to remain physi-
cally active.

Search data from databases can be found in the supplementary 
material. Reviews, opinion pieces, editorials, conference 

inclusion • Peer reviewed qualitative research
• language: english, Danish, swedish, norwegian
• Multiple sclerosis, alzheimer’s disease, ischemic heart disease
• integrating and sustaining physical activity
• experience

sample Phenomenon 
of interest

Design evaluation Research type

“Multiple 
sclerosis”

“alzheimer’s 
disease”

“ischemic 
heart 
disease”

“integrating 
and 
sustaining 
physical 
activity”

“interview”
“focus group”
“case study”
“observation”
“field study”
“ethnography”

“experience” “qualitative”

Box 1. search strategy using sPiDeR.
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proceedings or similar proceedings, and publications of abstracts 
only were excluded.

Selecting, extracting and analysing evidence

For the management and screening process, the search results 
were uploaded to Covidence (https://www.covidence.org/home). 
Duplicates were removed automatically using the software 
Covidence and followed up in the screening process. In the first 
step of screening, two reviewers (SGR, SW) independently 
screened the articles according to the inclusion/exclusion cri-
teria. If the inclusion of a study was unclear from the title and 
abstract, the paper was moved on to full-text screening. to 
validate the process, the reviewers (SGR, SW) met after screening 
the first 100 papers and adjusted the screening process 
accordingly.

In the second step of screening, four reviewers (SGR, SW, GZ, 
SRm) independently read full-text versions of identified articles 
to assess their final inclusion or exclusion, and every paper was 
assessed by two different reviewers. the first author (SGR) read 
all papers. Some papers sparked a discussion, and consensus was 
reached by discussing the paper with one of the other reviewers. 
Records of the database searches, screening, eligibility, and final 
inclusion of articles were logged in Covidence.

Given the nature of this review and following guidelines for 
scoping reviews, no critical appraisal was required [32]. However, 
as we hoped to use results in the development of a practice, we 
used the Let evidence Guide every new Decision (LeGenD) pro-
cess, an evidence appraisal of a single study focused on meaning, 

knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs [37]. two reviewers (SGR, SW) 
appraised the first 5 papers until a consensus was reached, and 
then the first author performed the rest of the appraisals. these 
findings are available in table S1 in the supplementary material 
but will not be addressed in this article.

A predetermined extraction template was developed in 
Covidence. the template was piloted in 10 studies, discussed with 
an additional reviewer, and adjusted as needed. then, data 
extraction from five articles was carried out independently by two 
researchers. once consensus was reached on what and how to 
extract, the first author carried out the rest of the extractions. 
Details of extraction, adapted from JBI [32], include bibliographic 
details and characteristics of the evidence source and details and 
results extracted from the evidence source (see Box 2).

Details on these extractions are presented in a tabular format 
accompanied by narrative descriptions (see table S1 in 
supplementary material).

Figure 1. PRisMa Flowchart.

extracts • Citation details
• Country of origin (where study was 

conducted)
• aims/purpose
• study participants (number, sex, age, etc)
• Methodology/methods
• theoretical framework
• ethical considerations
• Key findings
• author/s’ main conclusion/s
• leGenD appraisal

Box 2. extract template.
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extracted data were then further explored using qualitative 
thematic content analysis with inspiration from miles, Huberman, 
and Saldaña; this included the close reading and rereading of the 
articles and the development of themes through a coding process 
[38]. the first author (SGR) took the lead on the analysis and 
discussed emerging themes with the other authors. themes are 
presented with narrative descriptions.

Results

A scope of published research on experiences with integrating 
and sustaining physical activity

As presented in Figure 1, the database search produced 3099 
papers after duplicates were removed. In all, 310 papers were full 
text-screened, and 43 papers were included in the final review. 
these papers represent data from the USA [39–53], UK [54–64], 
Canada [65–70], new Zealand [71–73], Australia [74–76], Sweden 
[77,78], norway [79], malaysia [80] and Hong Kong [81]. In total, 
this review synthesized data from 26 studies including 459 par-
ticipants with mS [39–42,44–52,54,58–60,63–65,67,68,71–73,75], 12 
studies including 198 participants with IHD [43,53,55–
57,62,70,74,76,79–81] and 5 studies including 56 participants with 
AD [61,66,69,77,78].

According to the inclusion criteria, all studies applied qualita-
tive methods to explore experiences with physical activity, and 
eight also used surveys [48,51,70–72,74,76,80]. Fourteen studies 
included an intervention [41,47,50,54,56,58–60,63,65,67,76,79,81] 
and all but one [60] of these had a focus on structured exercise. 
the focus on physical activity ranged from attention on activities 
associated with everyday life [61,62,66,69,77,78] to a combination 
of both unstructured activity and structured exercise [40,44–
46,51,52,57,60,64,67,71–74,80] to attention only on structured 
exercise [39,41,42,47–50,53,55,58,59,63,68,70,75,76,79].

Regarding the date of publication, 10 papers were published 
from 2018 to 2022, 19 from 2010 to 2017, three from 2006 to 
2009 and one in 1999.

twenty-four papers used theoretical frameworks or theory to 
guide their study and/or to discuss their findings [40,41,43,45–
49,52,53,55,56,62,66,70–72,76–81]. Furthermore, the theories were 
applied to understand physical activity behaviour [40,41,43,45–
50,56,76], experiences [55,62,66,79], meaning [77,78], thoughts and 
attitude [71,72,81], resilience processes [52] and adherence [53,70].

A thematic scope of experiences of integrating and sustaining 
physical activity

the major theme developed from the content analysis is “Physical 
activity as a facilitator for meaningful movement”, which shows 
how physical activity can facilitate meaningful movement with 
physical, psychosocial, and existential outcomes. In this case, 
“meaning” and “meaningful” is not understood simply in positivist 
terms but in particular as phenomenological term related to the 
meaning people recover when being physically active. the sub-
sequent themes of “the meaning of the self”, “the meaning of 
others” and “the meaning of the outside” are all interrelated and 
clarify how multiple factors influence the integration and sustain-
ability of the physical activity.

Physical activity as a facilitator for meaningful movement
numerous papers show how illness was experienced as a disruptor 
in life [46,57,58,68,75,76] and how integrating physical activity in 

everyday life could facilitate physical outcomes of strength and 
energy [50,51,53,58,65,68,75,76,81] but also outcomes of psycho-
social and existential nature such as perceived social impact, 
regained control in life and renewed or maintained sense of self 
[40,42,47,48,52,54,58,61,64,81].

these interpreted outcomes were often strengthened by the-
ory. An example of this is Cedervall et  al., who applied Harré’s 
theory on selfhood to their data and interpreted how physical 
activity was a means of maintaining selfhood when living with 
AD [78]. their interpretation suggested that by being physically 
active, the participants focused more on physical capability and 
activity routines and less on their illness [78]. However, they found 
that the meaningful outcome was not an improvement of physical 
capacity but rather of well-being and a preserved sense of 
self [78].

Another example is Birtwistle et  al. [55]. their findings captured 
the sense of interrelatedness between existential and physical 
movement. they defined this meaningful movement as a “journey” 
characterized by three overlapping stages from “I can’t do what I 
was doing before (physically)” to “finding my way” to “accepting this 
way” [55]. Against the backdrop of social cognitive theory and 
self-determination theory, they showed how these stages were 
very closely linked to existence and identity, especially if the 
participants identified themselves as physically active persons. 
through different activities, these participants started to establish 
new parameters and understand their bodies’ capabilities, which 
ultimately led to a new sense of self and acceptance [55].

Several other papers found experiences of increased confidence 
to engage in everyday life and participating in the world outside 
with a better social life and quality of life as outcomes 
[50,56,63,65,66,68,70,79]. For instance, Giacobbi et  al. evaluated 
the quality of life after a progressive resistance training program 
for individuals with mS and found that enhanced muscle endur-
ance and strength had a positive psychosocial impact on partic-
ipants’ confidence in performing everyday tasks and making new 
friends [50]. Another such example came from Horton, who found 
the meaningful outcomes of independence and overcoming social 
isolation were key motivators for sustaining physical activity: “This 
program, it’s not just the exercise, even though it’s a big thing… I 
felt like a prisoner in my own home the last year before I started the 
program. I had anger issues. I had frustration issues” [68].

The meaning of The self
the realization of integrating and sustaining physical activity and 
experience of meaningful movement was influenced by a sense 
of self-encompassing intrinsic factors such as beliefs and knowl-
edge about physical activity, earlier experience, positive feelings 
and outlook on life [46,49,51,55,58,62–64,66,68,71–74,77,80].

An example of this was from moore et  al. [62] that drew 
on work by Giddens and Foucault to show how what they 
called “engaged self-managers” had both knowledge and 
self-discipline for success. these participants overcame obsta-
cles to regain confidence and independence by drawing on 
their own resources and experiences but also relational support. 
In contrast, “burdened patients” had few positive experiences 
to draw from and were often compromised by personal cir-
cumstances that reduced their opportunities to seek help or 
develop positive relationships for an improved health out-
come [62].

Kayes et  al. even found a perceived “pointlessness” to physical 
activity [73]. they described a fine line between the beliefs of 
exercise as damaging and beneficial and physical activity as a 
waste of time: “It’s like having a tin can with holes punched in it, 
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no matter how much water you pour into it, it is still pouring 
out” [73].

on the other hand, an illustration of how positive thinking 
could influence the integration of physical activity in life with mS 
was found in Hall-mcmaster et  al. [71,72]. they described how 
positive thinking and purposeful goals are central to motivation 
but also how physical activity can lead to positive thoughts and 
feelings, generating a positive spiral for sustaining physical activity 
[71,72].

The meaning of others
other key elements to this meaningful movement are the psy-
chosocial factors of support and social relations with others, such 
as family or peers.

ten papers focused specifically on the family or spouses 
[44,45,55,56,61,66–69,77]. the papers all agreed that family is 
important for integrating and sustaining physical activity, but their 
involvement is not without costs.

For instance, Phinney found that in an effort to help the person 
with AD remain involved in the world, three supportive strategies 
stood out [69]. the families tried to reduce demands of participa-
tion, guided the person through the activity, and ensured involve-
ment by accompanying them to activities [69]. However, this level 
of commitment had consequences for some family caregivers who 
discounted their own preferences for being physically active [69].

malthouse et  al. found that a loss of freedom associated with 
AD affected the activity levels of both people with AD and their 
spouses and was accompanied by feelings of blame, guilt, and 
worry [61]. Being unable to leave the house alone meant that 
the spouse had to take more responsibility and could experience 
that their own social life grew smaller [61].

Although the papers focused mostly on the positive effect of 
family support, carers could both facilitate and restrict physical 
activity out of concern and beliefs about the benefits of physical 
activity. this was evident in thompson et  al., who showed how 
a lack of knowledge could lead to “wrapping in cotton” protection 
and an attempt to discourage the loved one from being active [56].

Support from peers came across in different ways across dif-
ferent studies [39,40,43,47,48,50,52,54,70,80]. It could be through 
a sense of companionship [76,81], camaraderie [54], or fellowship 
[53] in lifestyle changes and shared experiences.

Fasczewski et  al. portrayed a feeling of important social con-
nection and community through shared experiences about mS 
[47]. In this study, the authors took a phenomenological approach 
to explore motives for participation in a “Bike mS” event. they 
found that participants experienced important social bonds and 
raised awareness of life with mS. In turn, they experienced moti-
vation for long-term physical activity participation and outcomes 
of increased quality of life [47].

Another example of peer support is from Rogerson et  al. [74]. 
they found that peers were experienced as positive role models 
and provided a sense of “if he can do it, surely I can too”, as a 
participant expressed it [74]. In addition, these social bonds 
through physical activity proved to have a cyclical meaning in 
regard to meaningful movement because, as mentioned earlier, 
establishing social connections could have a meaningful psycho-
social outcome for participants.

The meaning of the outside
extrinsic factors incontrollable by the person with the illness, such 
as available activities, the ecological environment, and trainers’ 
skills and knowledge, were also reported as experiential factors 

related to integrating and sustaining physical activity 
[39,42,43,50,51,54,56–59,61,67,76].

the clinical manifestations of the disease itself were shown to 
be a factor for accessibility to activities. this was especially evident 
in studies on mS and AD. An example is Learmonth et  al. [51], 
who performed a study on people with mS using mobility devices. 
they found that a triad of strategies, such as mobility devices, 
equipment adaptations, and tangible support from caregivers, 
maximized meaningful participation in everyday activities in the 
family but reduced participation in organized physical activities. 
the physical and social spaces around available activities were 
seldom adapted appropriately to the needs of people with chronic 
diseases [51].

An example of the meaning of environmental factors is pre-
sented by traywick et  al. [43]. they found that physical structure, 
outdoor conducive spaces, weather, and a sense of safety all 
influenced whether participants with IHD found it meaningful to 
engage in physical activity [43]. In regard to mS, heat is a known 
trigger for an attack during physical activity [82]. this means that 
warm weather and the temperature in the gym or of the water 
in the pool is a factor for being physically active.

Some studies identified skills and knowledge such as person-
alized exercise advice through a therapeutic relationship as a key 
component [57,58,60,75]. An example was given by Crank et  al. 
[58], who found that building rapport with an exercise specialist 
who was able to adapt exercises to physical limitations while 
providing knowledge about safe and effective activities and suit-
able progression was important.

In short, the papers showed how the right activity, at the right 
time, is of importance and that it is imperative for the person 
with a disease to feel acknowledged and in competent hands. 
“Individualised practices are a necessary component of managing 
chronic illness in the lifeworld” [62].

Discussion

With this review, we systematically found, synthesized, and ana-
lysed qualitative research on experiences integrating and sustain-
ing physical activity in everyday life across chronic diseases such 
as mS, AD, and IHD.

the content analysis demonstrated that integration of physical 
activity is more likely when people feel acknowledged, experience 
being supported through social relationships, can access activities 
adapted to their specific needs and preferences, and believe that 
physical activity has a meaningful purpose reflecting their sense 
of self. moreover, when physical activity is successfully integrated 
it shows meaningful outcomes of physical, psychosocial, and exis-
tential nature.

this resonate well with the aim of increasing public health 
through strategies such as the exercise is medicine (eIm) initiative 
[8]. eIms consist of three modules integrating clinical and com-
munity resources via the use of health technologies. the clinical 
module has three steps: assessment of physical activity, prescrip-
tion of physical activity, and referral of patients to self-management. 
the community module focuses on the development of a com-
munity referral network, and active health technology with 
real-time feedback is used throughout the process to engage 
patients [8].

However, our findings raise a discussion of (in)compatibility 
between a complex phenomenon of integrating and sustaining 
physical activity in life with disease and a health care strategy 
dominated by personal responsibility and self-management 
such as eIm.
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In the academic literature, there is an ongoing discussion 
regarding the role of responsibility for illness in health care 
resource allocation due to increasingly scarce resources [83] 
Responsibility within health care can mean lowering priorities for 
those who are blamed for their illness, penalizing those who fail 
to meet certain health standards or incentivizing those who 
do [84].

An obvious argument for eIm is that it is evidence-based and 
cost-effective, and moreover, it is a treatment that enables people 
to take control and manage their own health [8].

A concern could be that this puts so much emphasis on per-
sonal responsibility so that those who are not able to meet the 
required elements and recommendations are shamed, either by 
the health care system, by social constructs or by themselves. 
Cairney, mcGannon, and Atkinson share this concern about eIm: 
“the onus for disease prevention is placed squarely on the indi-
vidual, whose behaviour (or failure to behave correctly) becomes, 
itself, a cause of disease.” [85].

Strengthened by a multitude of included studies grounded in 
theory [40,41,46–48,50,52,53,55,56,62,66,70–72,76–80], this review 
has shown that a health behaviour such as physical activity is 
influenced by intrinsic, extrinsic and social factors. therefore, 
responsibility cannot be placed solely on the individual. For 
instance, not everyone is in a life situation where they (or their 
family) are capable of managing their illness and planning a struc-
tured physical activity routine. In these situations, health care 
professionals might take a very practical supporting role and plan 
with the patient. In other words, if one area of influencing factors 
is weak, the others might need to be that much stronger to 
ensure balance.

Despite an objective to present findings across dissimilar diag-
noses, some differences are interesting to mention. We found that 
especially for mS and AD the clinical manifestations of the disease 
itself had an impact on people’s physical activity experiences, 
specifically the accessibility of activities that matched their needs 
[51,61]. In addition, we found that the active participation of 
family members played an especially important role for people 
with AD [61,66,69,77]. on the other hand, only studies on mS and 
IHD mentioned the importance of peer support [40,47,54,65,79]. 
From our clinical experience peers play an important supporting 
role for people with AD and we were surprised to find this evi-
dence gap.

Identifying subjective differences significant for the individual’s 
experience of physical activity requires an understanding of the 
person with the illness, his/her lifeworld, resources, and needs 
(physical, psychosocial, and existential). An understanding that 
could be achieved by shifting from the present dominating 
patient-centred approach to a more person-centred approach in 
rehabilitation. Person-centred care puts a strong philosophical 
emphasis on personhood and in a review of reviews from 2018 
eklund and colleagues argue that whereas the patient-centred 
approach has functional life as a main goal, the person-centred 
approach has a meaningful life as a main goal [86]. this echoes 
with our findings and provides clinical implications for future 
rehabilitation intervention. Unfortunately, we found no studies on 
how to implement a person-centred approach in the promotion 
of the physical activity.

Limitations

Although we performed this scoping review in accordance with 
the extended PRISmA-ScR guidelines, it has certain methodolog-
ical limitations. As already highlighted, the concept of integrating 

and sustaining physical activity in everyday life is elusive. We 
found it difficult to develop search terms that were broad 
enough for scoping purposes but narrow enough to ensure 
focus. In addition, we chose not to conduct a search for grey 
literature, as it was not feasible to search outside a Danish set-
ting. With these choices, we anticipate that we may have missed 
certain relevant studies.

one thing that surprised us was the relatively small number 
of 12 studies involving IHD and five on AD in opposition to 26 
studies on mS. We submit that age could be a factor here because 
when looking at the age of the participants throughout the 
included studies, participants in the mS studies are by far the 
youngest.

mS is a disease that typically is diagnosed in early adulthood, 
when people are starting a family, beginning their careers, and 
making plans for their futures. this makes a strong argument for 
conducting research that focuses on everyday life and lived expe-
riences in this population because everyday life and the promise 
of a future suddenly present itself differently than before such a 
diagnosis.

Another factor could be feasibility. We know that studies involv-
ing AD patients are notoriously difficult due to their cognitive 
state [87], but this is not necessarily true for IHD.

IHD is a disease on a global pandemic scale, and the research 
literature is full of studies on cardiac rehabilitation. How have so 
few studies focused on participants’ experiences with integrating 
and sustaining physical activity? We contemplate that a historic 
dominant focus on effect measures of treatment and rehabilitation 
has left little room for more philosophical paradigms in cardiac 
research. the acknowledgement of patients’ perspectives as evi-
dence in health care was first acknowledged in 2010 [88]. this is 
reflected in the date of publication of included studies in 
this review.

However, again, a simple explanation could be that our search 
strategy has missed important studies due to the difficult task of 
defining the phenomenon of integrating and sustaining physical 
activity.

Another limitation concerns the screening and extraction pro-
cess. We did not calculate the inter-rater reliability and only one 
reviewer extracted data. However, reviewers piloted the in- and 
exclusion criteria thoroughly in the beginning of the process. 
Likewise, two reviewers abstracted data from the first five papers 
and when consensus was reached, one reviewer completed the 
data extraction.

For this review, our focus was on the experiences of people 
with mS, AD, and IHD, but this leaves out important studies con-
cerning the experiences of other groups suffering from chronic 
disease. nevertheless, we have limited the search to these dis-
eases, as they are meaningfully different in how they affect every-
day life and might provide knowledge that can be used to 
understand the experiences of integrating and sustaining physical 
activity from people with other diseases.

Last, the scoping review method has both strengths and weak-
nesses. It is much broader than a systematic review but less 
detailed and critical [89]. Despite these limitations, we still con-
sider this review to have provided a descriptive synthesis of expe-
riences with integrating and sustaining physical activity in the 
lives of persons with mS, AD and IHD.

Conclusion and perspective

Current literature presents experiential meanings of physical 
activity as a concept of meaningful movement that extends 
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the concepts of physical fitness to include psychosocial, exis-
tential, and personal growth benefits. this is important to 
acknowledge in rehabilitative care as the current dominating 
patient-centred approach aims for a functional life, whereas 
our findings suggest that meaningful movement enables a 
meaningful life.

When people feel acknowledged, experience being supported 
through social relationships, can access activities adapted to their 
specific needs and preferences, and believe that physical activity 
has a meaningful purpose reflecting their sense of self, then they 
are more likely to integrate and sustain physical activity in their 
life with meaningful outcomes of physical, psychosocial and exis-
tential nature.

Further development to support the integration of meaningful 
movement may benefit from a more person-centred approach in 
rehabilitative care acknowledging peoples’ lifeworld resources and 
needs. this however, requires more research focused on how to 
implement a person-centred approach. In addition, it might be 
necessary to perform contextual qualitative studies if the goal is 
to change practices, as this requires local cultural contextual 
knowledge.
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